MCPET & MCPOLYCA
REFLECTIVE TECHNOLOGY
The ideal solution for today’s lighting applications

www.mcpet.co.uk

Developed and produced in Japan under strict quality control, incorporating various processes that ensure
stability and reliability under a broad range of environments and applications. You can depend on MCPET
and MCPOLYCA to give long lasting reflectivity and structural performance.

Reflectivity

Performance

MCPET has excellent overall and diffuse reflectivity.
MCPET’s reflectivity levels are used by market leaders as a
benchmark.
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Reflectivity of MCPET-M4 grade

The
microcellular
structure is the
key to the high
levels of diffuse
reflectivity.
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Diffuse reflectivity
• The high levels of diffuse reflectivity bring many
benefits.
MCPET and MCPOLYCA help to eradicate LED
hotspots on the diffuser and lens surfaces caused
when lower quality reflectors are used.
• When using reflectors that have a lower level of
diffuse reflectivity than MCPET, the designer has 3
options:

Mirror-surface reflection
component (lustrous)

Diffusing
reflection
component
(here: whitened)

Total reflectivity: 101%
incomparison to barium sulfate at 550nm

Microcellular
structure

Mirror reflection component: 4%
Diffusing reflective component: 97%

1. Use a less efficient diffuser – a homogeneous
surface would be achieved at the expense of losing light passing through, resulting in a less efficient
luminaire.
2. Build a deeper luminaire - with light travelling further prior to hitting the diffuser, the strength of the light
has become weaker meaning a heavier, deeper and less efficient luminaire.
3.Reduce the strength of the light source - with less power hitting the surface it appears smooth, but the
light output is equally reduced.

Isolation
•

Some grades of MCPET have been developed due to customer requests to act as an isolator
too, depending on your requirement they may provide sufficient isolation as well as reflectivity.
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Reducing the number of materials that you need to buy.
Reducing the number of materials that need to be processed.
Reducing the number of materials that need to be installed.
No need to earth.

Installation
•
•
•

Due to its combination of rigidity and flexibility, MCPET enables manufacturers to create the
shapes they need without heavy machining and rolling.
Creasing and bending enables manufacturers to simplify the production process.
Luminaire production time will be shorter and more cost efficient.

A major advantage of working with MCPET is that it is easy to process using various techniques. Tight
tolerances can be achieved with the right equipment. If MCPET should become dirty for any reason it is easy
to maintain and wipe clean.

Die cutting
Die cutting is ideal
for mass production
with high end tooling,
achieving
tight
tolerances.

Processing

Lead times will vary
depending on the level
of precision required
and the number of
impressions per tool.
Costs will again also be impacted significantly depending on
the complexity and tolerance levels.

Laser cutting
In the case of laser cutting, a CAD file is put into the system
computer and cutting can be initiated without the need for any
investment in tooling. Furthermore, should an adjustment be required due to a design change, it is a very
simple process without any additional investment.
As we can see here in this example of laser cutting, it is possible to reduce waste to an absolute minimum
due to the fact that only very small gaps between components are required.
This ensures that you can achieve highly cost efficient production, with minimum wastage.

Bending
One of the major physical merits of
MCPET is that it does not require heavy
machining or aluminium backing to
support it in a fixture after simple
creasing. Here we can see that after the
laser has made a cut in the material, it
can be bent to specific angles by hand
or with very simple machinery.

Automated blade
cutting
There are various technologies available, but here we can see a system that enables the operator to input
a CAD file and the machine will calculate the optimum layout. Depending on the cutting needs, its multi
function head will select blades or punches to achieve the required shape.

In order to prevent light transmission through the walls of the product, it is important to ensure a minimum
thickness of 0.4mm after forming.
MCPET M4/M2 and MCPOLYCA grades are available in 1.0mm thick sheets, which ensures a good starting
thickness to work with.

Vacuum forming

Thermoforming
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Forced air cooling

Vacuuming

MCPET-M4/M2 &
MCPOLYCA grades are
ideal for thermoforming
When
thermoforming
reflective
materials
it
is
important
to
maintain the original properties even after they
have been subjected to high temperatures
and the force that changes their shape.
Reflectivity decreases only 1% if the cell
structure is maintained.
Thin reflectors such as films may work in the
case of 2 dimensional structures but when
3 dimensional shapes are required they are
severely restricted.
Today’s products demand challenging
performance levels and when formed into
a shape, the thinner they get, the greater
the level of light transmission, resulting in a
significant reduction in light output.
If the material becomes less than 0.4mm
thick it is inevitable that the performance will
be affected.
This is another reason why MCPET and
MCPOLYCA are available in 1.0mm thick
sheets.

4| Taking out from the mold
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Please contact us for moulding temperature advice

*

LED’s can be an energy efficient solution over fluorescent tubes in industrial and consumer lighting
appliances. However, adopting this new technology can consume significant time and resources.
Computer aided design and simulations can reduce these costs significantly.
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A properly set simulation can demonstrate the difference in
light distribution between traditional aluminium reflectors
and our optically optimised MCPET reflector.

Light distribution
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As the results below show, the optimised reflector provides much more
homogeneous lighting, which is far more appropriate for workspaces in
industrial or household environments, due to the reduction of shadows
and highlights.
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The products and their appearances, as described in this brochure, are subject to change for improvement without prior notice.
Export Control Regulations
The products and/or technical information presented in this publication may be subject to the application of the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act and other related
laws and regulations in Japan.
In addition, the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) of the United States may be applicable.
In cases where exporting or reexporting the products and/or technical information presented in this publication, customers are requested to follow the necessary
procedures at their own responsibility and cost.
Please contact the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan or the Department of Commerce of the United States for details about procedures.

